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ABSTRACT

A structural model of the Chicxulub crater is derived from aeromagnetic anomaly modeling, borehole information and magnetic mineral data. Magnetic susceptibility measurements from borehole cores and samples in the crater show that suevite-like breccias have a variable strong magnetic signature, which is related to basement and melt clasts. The crystalline component estimated from clast analyses in the suevite-like breccias has on average higher magnetic susceptibilities (up to 1200×10⁻⁵ SI) than that of impact melt (~500×10⁻⁵ SI) and crystalline basement (400×10⁻⁵ SI). Reduction to the pole and downward analytical continuations show the discrete composite character of the anomaly, with inverse dipolar anomalies. The second-derivative of magnetic anomaly depicts five concentric rings, with the external ring correlating with the cenote ring and marking the surface expression of crater rim. The analytical signal and the radially averaged spectrum yield an estimate of the averaged depth to the magnetic sources, ranging from 1000 to 6000 m. There are three major magnetic sources within the Chicxulub crater: 1) the melt unit, 2) the suevite-like breccia, and 3) the central uplift. Using all these data, including new 2-D magnetic models, a new structural model is proposed. It reveals a system of regional vertical faults that explain the magnetic signal over the southern sector of the crater, whereas a 2.5 km deep central uplift and highly magnetized breccia sequences and melt sheet might be the sources of the main magnetic anomalies.
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RESUMEN

En este trabajo presentamos un modelo actualizado de la estructura de impacto de Chicxulub, utilizando nuevos modelos de la anomalía aeromagnética. Estudios de la variación de la susceptibilidad magnética a lo largo de la columna litológica al interior del cráter revelan que las brechas de tipo suevita tienen una firma magnética más fuerte que la unidad fundida (melt). La componente cristalina, estimada a partir del análisis de clastos encontrados en las brechas de tipo suevita, tiene una susceptibilidad...
magnética más alta (hasta $1200 \times 10^{-5}$ SI), que el melt ($500 \times 10^{-5}$ SI) y los clastos del basamento cristalino ($400 \times 10^{-5}$ SI). La reducción al polo y la continuación hacia abajo, documentan el carácter fragmentado de la anomalía. La segunda derivada de la anomalía aeromagnética delinea cinco anillos concéntricos al interior del cráter; el último anillo se correlaciona con el anillo de cenotes, lo cual apoya la interpretación de que el origen del anillo de cenotes está ligado con el cráter. La señal analítica y el espectro radialmente promediado arrojan una profundidad estimad a a las fuentes magnéticas que va de los 1000 m a los 6000 m. Utilizando estos datos desarrollamos nuevos modelos magnéticos en 2-D, los cuales indican que el carácter fraccionado en la porción norte del cráter está controlado por un sistema de fallas verticales. La principal anomalía central es producto de un levantamiento estructural, cuya cima se encuentra a ~2,500 m de profundidad a partir del fondo marino, en el área central del cráter.

Palabras clave: cráter Chicxulub, magnetometría, anomalía aeromagnética, modelo estructural, levantamiento, México.

INTRODUCTION

Impact cratering is one of the major processes shaping planetary surfaces in the Solar system. Impact craters are characteristic features in all planets, satellites and asteroids, except for the gaseous giant planets. On Earth, the geological record of impact craters has been erased by the tectonic, magmatic and erosional processes (Melosh, 1989). Large complex multiring craters that are products of major impacts are rare on Earth, with only three craters documented: Vredefort (South Africa), Sudbury (Canada) and Chicxulub (Mexico) (Grieve and Therriault, 2000; Urrutia-Fucugauchi and Perez-Cruz, 2009). Chicxulub is the youngest and best preserved. The impact event is also well known since it has been linked to global effects on climate and environment, resulting in one of the major life turnovers marking the transition from the Mesozoic to the Cenozoic at the Cretaceous/Paleogene (K/Pg) boundary (Hildebrand et al., 1991, 1998; Sharpton et al., 1992).

Geophysical methods have long been used to identify and investigate impact craters, which often show characteristic circular anomaly patterns (e.g., Pilkington and Grieve, 1992; Sharpton et al., 1993). Aeromagnetic and ground magnetic surveys have been particularly successful in studying the structure and stratigraphy of craters. The changes in physical properties induced by shock and pressure/thermal processes have been also studied and related to petrographic and geochemical data and to the impact and cratering processes. Recent investigations on Mars large impact basins, which are characterized by low amplitude magnetic anomalies, indicate apparent major demagnetization effects on target rocks induced by large impacts (e.g., Acuña et al., 1999). These features have been documented by paleomagnetic studies of basement rocks from the Vredefort crater (Muundjua et al., 2007). In general, investigations on terrestrial impact structures and laboratory experiments document wide ranges in magnetic properties (i.e., magnetic susceptibility ranges from diamagnetic range, 0.00 S.I. to $1200 \times 10^{-5}$ SI). In general, it is considered that the shock produces a drop in the magnetic susceptibility and often in the remanent magnetizations (Plado et al., 1999). Lithologies like the impact melt that cool down slowly may acquire a thermoremanent magnetization (TRM) in the direction of the present magnetic field (e.g., Manicouagan and Chicxulub). In other cases, like in large complex craters, the impact lithologies may acquire a new remanence by reheating and transient stresses; i.e., the thermoremanent and shock remanence (SRM) magnetizations along the direction of the Earth’s magnetic field at the time of impact.

Buried in the Yucatan carbonate platform in southeastern Mexico, the Chicxulub crater was unveiled by geophysical surveys conducted as part of oil exploration programs of Pemex (Penfield and Camargo, 1981; Hildebrand et al., 1991; Sharpton et al., 1992). In particular, the buried crater shows a circular concentric Bouguer gravity anomaly pattern, which is clearly marked in the low amplitude regional gravity pattern. The central zone of the gravity anomaly is marked by high amplitude magnetic anomalies. The magnetic anomaly of Chicxulub crater is an example of a complex crater geophysical signature, and in geophysical models, it has a semi-circular shape with a large amplitude central anomaly surrounded by smaller inverse dipolar anomalies (Figure 1). In the past two decades, the crater has been intensively investigated using potential field, electromagnetic and seismic surveys. Although numerous studies and geophysical modeling have been used to investigate the crater structure (e.g., Hildebrand et al., 1991, 1998; Sharpton et al., 1992, 1993; Connors et al., 1996; Morgan et al., 1997; Morgan and Warner, 1999; Delgado-Rodriguez et al., 2001; Gulick et al., 2008; Veermesch and Morgan, 2008), inverse and forward models derived from these data are limited by the lack of direct data on the nature of target lithologies. Data on physical properties of target lithologies and specially of the deep Yucatan basement remain poorly constrained. Stratigraphic data came mainly from oil exploration boreholes and regional models (e.g., Murray and Weide, 1962; López-Ramos, 1973, 1983; Marshall, 1974; Weide, 1985, Ward et al., 1995). Recent drilling programs that included continuous coring have provided new information on the subsurface stratigraphy and constraints on the basement (Urrutia-Fucugauchi et al., 1996, 2004a, 2008; Rebolledo-
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Figure 1. a) Aeromagnetic anomaly field over the Chicxulub crater in the Yucatan peninsula and Gulf of Mexico. Survey flight altitude is 450 m above sea level. Location of regional profiles are shown: Lines A-A’, B-B’, C-C’ and D-D’ used for 2-D modeling (see Figures 3 and 4). b) Radially averaged spectra of the aeromagnetic anomaly, units in the vertical axis are depth in km.

Vieyra et al., 2000). Laboratory measurements on physical properties provide data needed to constraint geophysical modeling. Samples from the Chicxulub suevitic breccias and from PEMEX boreholes that provide information on the nature of the Yucatan basement are also considered to constrain the structural crater model.

In this work, we present new structural models of the impact crater derived from modeling of the aeromagnetic anomaly field (Figure 1). In the analysis, we consider previous modeling of the aeromagnetic anomalies (Pilkington et al., 1994; Ortiz-Alemán et al., 2001), borehole and geophysical logging information (Urrutia-Fucugauchi et al., 1996, 2004a, 2008; Rebolledo-Vieyra et al., 2000), paleomagnetic, rock magnetic and geochemical data (Urrutia-Fucugauchi et al., 1994, 1996, 2004b; Urrutia-Fucugauchi and Pérez-Cruz, 2008). First, the magnetic measurements on rock samples are presented. In the following section, the processing and analysis of the aeromagnetic data are analyzed. Then the magnetic modeling method is described, and results are linked with the paleomagnetic data. Finally, we discuss the combined results with regards to the previous models and the geological constraints of the crater basin.

PETROPHYSICAL AND GEOPHYSICAL DATA

Paleomagnetic and rock magnetic measurements

Natural remanent magnetization (NRM) and low-field magnetic susceptibility measurements were performed on core samples from the UNAM Scientific Drilling Program. The NRM intensity and direction (referred to arbitrary azimuth) were determined using a spinner JR-5 magnetometer. The low-field magnetic susceptibility was measured with the Bartington susceptibility system, using the laboratory sensor. We thus obtained high-resolution records of the magnetic susceptibility behavior from three boreholes drilled in the southern sector of the structure (Rebolledo-Vieyra and Urrutia-Fucugauchi, 1999). From these studies we obtained log data of magnetic susceptibility for the suevitic breccias, which have mean magnetic susceptibility of $229 \times 10^{-5} \text{SI}$, but with values as high as $1200 \times 10^{-5} \text{SI}$, for bunte breccia with a susceptibility mean within the diamagnetic range, for individual clasts of impact melt, $500 \times 10^{-5} \text{SI}$, and crystalline basement, $400 \times 10^{-5} \text{SI}$, and also for the carbonates and anhydrites, which magnetic susceptibility is also within the diamagnetic range. The $^{40}\text{Ar}/^{39}\text{Ar}$ dates reported by Sharpston et al. (1992) on melt samples recovered from the PEMEX borehole Chicxulub-1 give an age for the impact of ~65.5 Ma. The isotopic dates agree with the paleomagnetic data of the melt samples, which place the impact within reverse polarity geomagnetic chron C29r. The magnetic polarity of melt, investigated by Urrutia-Fucugauchi et al. (1994) in PEMEX borehole Yucatan-6, Rebolledo-Vieyra and Urrutia-Fucugauchi (2004) in Yaxcopoil-1 borehole, and Rebolledo-Vieyra and Urrutia-Fucugauchi (2006) in UNAM boreholes give reverse polarity, with mean upward inclinations of 40°–42°. Considering this data, we assumed a -41° inclination and a declination of 163° using the North America polar wander curve for the Late Cretaceous-early Paleogene.

Aeromagnetic anomaly data

The aeromagnetic data come from a 450 m flight-altitude survey. Data for the modeling have been reduced to a regular anomaly grid 171 km by 171 km, with digitized data points every 1 km. Data processing consisted in reduction to the pole (Figure 2a), second vertical derivative (Figure 2b), pseudo-gravity (Figure 2c) and analytical downward continuations (Figure 2d); we also calculated the radial...
average spectrum to estimate the depth to sources (Figure 2e) (e.g., Macleod et al., 1993; Pilkington and Hidebrand, 2000). Using this data, we modeled four regional profiles, oriented N-S, E-W, N45°E and N45°W crossing the entire basin (Figure 1). Data processing and modeling was made with the Oasis Montaj software package. From this process, we constrained the principal structures of the crater as being separated into several magnetic domains. In the analysis, we considered a magnetic domain as a region with similar magnetic characteristics in terms of wavelengths and amplitudes. In some cases, low amplitude magnetic anomalies, characterized by subdued signals, and null or weak magnetic susceptibility contrasts have also been separated into distinct domains. When noticeable contrasts in anomaly amplitudes, possibly associated with magnetic susceptibility contrasts, are observable within a domain, we call them magnetic sub-domains (Figure 2).

Analyses of the aeromagnetic anomaly field (Figure 1a) suggest separation of anomaly patterns into three domains, with characteristic amplitudes and wavelengths. The first is characterized by large amplitude dipolar magnetic anomalies located at the central part of the crater, extending onshore and offshore. It has, at least, three magnetic highs, one of them having an isolated maximum and the other two having dipolar high to low distances between 7 and 10 km. Two magnetic sub-domains can be separated: A sub-domain associated with magnetic responses of long wavelengths and large amplitudes, and a second magnetic sub-domain located SE from the first sub-domain and completely onshore. The magnetic configuration of this

Figure 2. a) Aeromagnetic anomaly field of the Chicxulub crater reduced to magnetic pole. Local geomagnetic field inclination is 45° and declination is 5°. b) Second derivative of the aeromagnetic anomaly field. c) Pseudo-gravimetric analysis of aeromagnetic anomaly field. Density contrast is 1.8 g/cm³. d) Downward continuation to a reference surface of 450 m.
Aeromagnetic anomaly modeling, Chicxulub crater anomaly has three anomalous zones, with normal dipolar behavior; the dipolar distances range from 7 to 8 km. This magnetic sub-domain is characterized by anomalies with long wavelengths and intermediate amplitudes. In the total magnetic field anomaly map, this domain has an elongated trend oriented N80°W, with a maximum length of 70 km and 40 km wide. The second aeromagnetic domain is located to the SW, and is characterized by an isolated high anomaly with an oval shape striking NW, defined by long wavelengths and large amplitudes; its minimum dimensions are 64 km, striking NW, and 50 km, striking NE. The third magnetic sub-domain, located to the NE, has an elongated shape with more than 50 km length in either direction. The configuration reflects presence of major lineaments striking NE-SW and NW-SE. Within the magnetic domain zones, secondary lineaments can be observed, and an E-W lineament that apparently limits the magnetic anomaly forming the first magnetic sub-domain; its fragmented character can be associated to faults and/or fractures.

To estimate average statistical depths to magnetic sources, we calculated the radially averaged spectrum (Figure 1b). In the depth estimations, it is assumed that the ejecta blanket within the crater behaves as a coherent and continuous deposit, allowing us to estimate the depth to the sources at about ~6,000 m in the center of the structure to ~500 m towards the edge of the central anomaly.

AEROMAGNETIC DATA PROCESSING AND MODELING

Reduction to magnetic pole

The configuration of the magnetic field reduced to the pole permits separation of three magnetic domains (Figure 2a). The first magnetic domain is located in the central part, and it is formed by four magnetic anomalies with dipolar configurations. The first anomaly is located in the NW within the domain; it is elongated striking NNE and has a polar distance of 17 km and is associated to a magnetic response of short-long wavelengths and intermediate amplitude. The second anomaly is located within the NW central portion of the magnetic domain and is formed by a normal dipolar anomaly, elongated and striking ENE with high-to-low distance of ~17 km. The anomaly consists of two positive highs that in the north, as in the south, present dipolar configuration; to the north it has normal polarity and to the south it has reverse polarity. A ENE-striking lineament that borders the anomaly domain divides the two lobes. These sub-domains present magnetic anomalies of long wavelengths and large amplitudes. The third zone of this magnetic domain is characterized by a normal dipolar anomaly, elongated, striking N-S, with a polar high-to-low distance of about 9 km, associated to a magnetic response of long wavelengths and intermediate amplitudes. The fourth magnetic sub-domain is formed by a triangular shaped anomaly that in its central part shows a normal dipole with a polar high-to-low distance of about 17 km. This sub-domain is characterized by intermediate wavelengths and amplitudes.

The second magnetic domain, located SW from the central zone, is formed by an anomaly with long wavelength and large amplitude. The anomaly has an oval trend with the long axis striking NE-SW, and covers a large area located onshore and offshore.

The third magnetic domain is located NE from the central zone and is characterized by an anomaly associated to a long wavelengths and large amplitude signal. To better constrain the magnetic characteristics of the zone, it is necessary to have a more extensive magnetic coverage. Lineaments identified in analyses of magnetic anomaly trends support the occurrence of faulting and fracturing at depth. Lineaments striking NW-SE, NE-SW and N-S border the anomaly domain zones. A major lineament striking NNE-SSW crosses the crater basin, separating the anomaly domain zones one and two of the first domain. The dimensions estimated in this analysis for the structure are a maximum longitude of 167 km striking NW76SE and a perpendicular distance of 106 km.

Second vertical derivative

The second vertical derivative yields a magnetic configuration that emphasizes the circular trends in the magnetic anomaly field (Figure 2b). Three circular trends are unveiled. The first is formed by an interior ring of 71.5 km striking NW and 65.5 km striking NE. The second is associated to a circular intermediate ring with a longitude of 137 km striking NW and 113 km in the NE direction. The third trend is poorly defined.

Pseudo-gravimetry

The pseudo-gravimetric anomaly, which is the vertical derivative of the pole-reduced magnetic potential, was calculated. With this analysis (Figure 2c) four domains are identified: the central larger domain may correspond to a broad low, separated by a high in the middle. The other three pseudo-gravimetric domains are located on the flanks of the broad low, and are represented by the pseudo-gravimetric highs at W, SW, SE, E and NE. Within this pseudo-gravimetric configuration, the main lineaments are observed striking NNW-SSE and ENE-WSW.

Downward analytical continuations

Downward analytical continuations of the aeromagnetic anomaly were computed down to a reference surface 450 m depth (Figure 2d). Results of this analysis showed
that the reduced anomaly field is composed by a series of dipolar and isolated high/low magnetic anomalies, which can be grouped in three magnetic domains. The first and main domain is located in the central part of the configuration and is conformed by two magnetic sub-domains. The first presents a magnetic anomaly characterized by three positive lobes with two of normal polarity associated to magnetic responses with long wavelengths and large amplitudes. The second sub-domain is located to the SE and is characterized by intermediate to short long wavelength with medium amplitudes. The second lobe is located to the SE from the first sub-domain and is characterized by intermediate longitude and amplitude wavelengths. The second domain is located to the SW from the center and characterized by a dipolar anomaly of large dimensions elongated with a NW-SE trend. This lobe, though poorly defined is formed by long wavelengths and large amplitudes. The third magnetic domain is located to the N, NW and NE from the center of the configuration, it has an inverted-U shape and long wavelengths and large amplitudes. At its W limit, it has a large magnetic high with isolated highs and lows. This domain has large dimensions and it surrounds the central magnetic domain towards its limits NW, N and NE. Analysis of the downward continuation field shows an anomalous zone of 161 km long, striking NW and 143 km in the NE direction.

Two-dimensional modeling

To further constrain the geometry and relative location of source bodies, forward two-dimensional models along regional profiles crossing the basin were constructed. The profiles are oriented N-S (A-A' profile; Figure 1a), E-W (B-B' profile; Figure 1a), N45°E (C-C' profile; Figure 1a) and N45°W (D-D' profile; Figure 1a).

N-S profile (Figure 1a, A-A’; Figure 3a) shows a magnetic high towards the center of the profile, ~20 km in width; the “pick to pick” magnetic range is ~700 nT. From the profile, and the aeromagnetic anomaly, the central magnetic anomaly is fragmented and it might be associated to a fault system. This central magnetic high is associated with the central basement uplift in complex crater models (Melosh, 1989; O’Keefe and Ahrens, 1999). The basement material is highly magnetic. The depth to the top of the central uplift is estimated from our models to be from 2000 to 2900 m. The top of the central uplift is tilted rather than flat, capped by a ~400 m thick cover of impact lithologies. The central uplift is bounded by two mayor lineaments and it shows an important lineament at the top of the central anomaly and a series of smaller lineaments towards the northern limit, which account for the irregular behavior of the magnetic low. We inferred that these lineaments might be associated to faulting or fractures. Towards the south of the profile, where the CSDP Yaxcocoipol-1 borehole is located at about 62 km from the crater center, we found a magnetic high that is probably associated with impact lithologies at ~1000 depth and an approximate thickness of 1000 m.

E-W profile (Figure 1a, B-B’; Figure 3b). In this model, as in the N-S model, the depth to the top of the central uplift is estimated between 2000 and 3000 m. The central uplift is capped by ~400 thick cover of impact lithologies. A striking feature in this model is the high frequency contents along the magnetic profile. The short wavelengths could be associated to shallower magnetic sources or to effects of a fault system located preferentially toward the east of the central uplift. The fault system is characterized by normal faulting based in the high angle and the distribution of the hanging walls. As in the prior models, we considered the suevite-like breccia as the major magnetic source, besides being the shallower source.

N45°W profile (Figure 1a, C-C’; Figure 4a). Faulting towards the northern sector of the profile is incorporated into the model, with a major vertical fault delimiting the central uplift, followed by a series of smaller length vertical faults. In this model, a vertical fault within the top of the central uplift is added. Similar to the characteristics along the N-S profile, there is a large amplitude magnetic high towards the southern portion of the profile (>320 nT). The central large amplitude anomaly is modeled with a body a radius of ~45 km.

N45°E profile (Figure 1a, D-D’; Figure 4b). Model for this profile delineates a major fault zone located towards the northern portion of the crater. The model includes an extensive fault system of high angle dipping normal faults. In the model, a vertical fault is included within the top part of the central uplift. Top of the central uplift is estimated to lie between 2000 and 3000 m.

DISCUSSION

Early geophysical models of the Chicxulub crater have been limited by lack of direct laboratory data on basement, target, impact and crater in-fill Tertiary lithologies. Preliminary data from PEMEX boreholes were incorporated in previous studies (Pilkington et al., 1994, 2000; Urrutia-Fucugauchi et al., 1996; Ortiz-Alemán et al., 2001). There are three major magnetic sources within the Chicxulub crater: 1) the melt unit, 2) the suevite-like breccia, and 3) the central uplift. In this work, magnetic properties of the target and impact lithologies coming from core samples in the UNAM and Chicxulub Scientific Drilling Programs were used to construct structural models and interpretations of the aeromagnetic anomalies. The models presented incorporate the magnetic data obtained from the UNAM boreholes and also the information from prior models. In the radially averaged spectrum, we estimate a depth of ~1000 m to the top of the impact lithologies in the central portion of the anomaly and ~2500 m to the top of the central uplift. From the models, we estimated the thickness and distribution of the impact lithologies. The data obtained from these
models document the presence of a fault system towards the central portion of the crater, which is reflected in the magnetic high and lows of the anomaly; this fault system is predicted in the models of formation and evolution of complex-craters. These characteristics are also evident by the analyses performed to the aeromagnetic anomaly, like the downward continuation and the reduction to pole. The circular shape of the central aeromagnetic anomaly is emphasized in the second derivative analysis. The bunte-like breccia and the mega-breccia do not yield a magnetic signal because of the nature of their components, mainly carbonates and evaporites, which are within the diamagnetic range. These characteristics prevented us from having more realistic geological models, even though we have estimated
the depths and thickness of the magnetic sources that, as expected, are thicker towards the center of the structure; however, in places such as in southern portion of the profile A-A’, apparent patches of impactite lithologies as thick as 1000 m may be present. From prior drilling experience, we know that in the sequence of impact breccia the suevite-like breccia overlies the bunte-like breccia. We estimate the thickness of the suevite-like breccia to be somewhere between 400 m and 1000 m, but since the bunte-like breccia does not yield a magnetic signal, we assumed that the thickness proposed for the suevite-like includes the bunte-like breccia. Further studies from the CSDP will help solve the problem of the spatial variation of breccia sequence thickness. Recent data from Yaxcopoil-1 borehole does not fit with this interpretation; the Yaxcopoil-1 column documented a 100 m thick impact sequence and no bunte-
like breccia underlying the suevite-like breccia (Kring et al., 2004; Urrutia-Fucugauchi et al. 2004a, 2004b). However, Yaxcopoil-1 borehole may have been drilled in the terrace zone close to a fault where impact lithologies pinch-out, with the result of thinner impact sequence than expected and thus the lithological sequence recovered might not be representative of the southern crater sector. Total field magnetic anomalies are calculated at various levels using a simple structural model for the central crater structure, assuming the major magnetic source bodies. Results are summarized in Figure 5, from ground surface to a 6 km level reference surface. Taking into consideration the spatial and frequency characteristics of the aeromagnetic anomaly and the borehole information we submit that the geophysical models presented in this study are well supported and represent the structure in the central-southern crater sector.

CONCLUSIONS

There are three major magnetic sources within the Chicxulub crater: 1) the melt unit, 2) the suevite-like breccia, and 3) the central uplift. Reduction to the pole and downward analytical continuations show the discrete composite character of the anomaly field, with large amplitude inverse dipolar anomalies in the central sector. The second-derivative of the magnetic anomaly depicts five concentric rings with the external ring correlating with the cenote ring. The analytical signal and the radially averaged spectrum yield
an estimate of the depth to the magnetic sources that ranges from 1000 to 6000 m. From the radially averaged spectrum we estimate a depth of ~1000 m to the top of the impact lithologies in the central portion of the anomaly and ~2500 m to the top of the central basement uplift. From the models we estimate the thickness and distribution of the impact breccia sequence and melt sheet. The 2-D models document the presence of a fault system towards the central portion of the crater, which is reflected in the magnetic high and lows of the aeromagnetic anomalies; this fault system is predicted in structural models of formation and evolution of complex multiringing craters. These characteristics are also evident by the analyses performed to the aeromagnetic anomaly, like the downward continuation and the reduction to pole. The second derivative maps emphasize the circular shape of the aeromagnetic high amplitude anomaly.

Using all these data, including new 2-D magnetic models, a new structural model is proposed, which reveals a system of regional high-angle faults that explain the magnetic signal over the southern sector of the crater, whereas a 2.5 km deep central uplift and highly magnetized breccia sequences and the melt sheet might be the sources of the main magnetic anomalies.
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